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DIGITAL SIGNAGE
Today, if you want to be seen by customer, you need to use actual visual
communication tools!

Perhaps in our days the best solution to cope with these tasks is digital signage
systems.
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WHY DO YOU NEED IT?
Reduce the cost on the production and distribution of the standard POS materials

Speak the same language with your audience. Nowadays every human weekly

(cost savings up to 70%). Take a new look at a planning of human resources in the

spends about 60 hours consuming a digital content. And the main target for every

field.

information channel today is to show its message in these 60 hours.

Increase an efficiency and a speed of deployment of your information flow.

Improve a loyalty of your target audience. Build your brand image as one of the

Update your media content immediately in all of your locations in a real time

most advanced and high-tech on the market.

from anywhere in the world.

Highlight your message against the background of the standard information

Increase your sales up to 49% through the advertising, interactive experience, cross- and up-

flow. Surprise your audience! Engage your customers! According to statistics, a

selling on the digital signages

dynamic digital content attracts attention of a target audience at about 42%
more often than a static POSm.

FORSEEE DIGITAL SIGNAGE SERVICE
Manage all your media content in all of your locations using one personal
account

Video broadcasting

Audio support

Interactive experince

YOUR PC OR TABLET
Create your playlists and manage your screens (media players)
in the LOOK Content Manager using any web-browser on your
PC or tablet.

YOUR SCREENS AND OTHER MEDIA PLAYERS
Your playlists will automatically playback on your screens (media
players) wherever they are located.

HOW IT WORK?

FORSEEE DIGITALSIGNAGE
No need to install any additional software on your
computer. Just simply log in to your personal account
through a user-friendly web-interface.

FORSEEE CONTENT MANAGER
SUPPORT OF THE DIFERENT TYPES OF CONTENT
Upload your content (images, video, audio, web pages, web archives, video and audio
streams) and set its lifetime. Choose the display mode of the images with the custom
sizes (origin, crop, stretch). Group and search your content using tags and different
convenient filters. Manage your media files in a real time.

WIDGETS AND RSS FEEDS SUPPORT
Increase the value of your advertising or information flow for the customer by adding
online widgets and RSS feeds (time, weather, news, stock reports, etc.) to your
broadcasting.

CREATING AND SCHEDULING OF THE PLAYLISTS
Create your own playlists by setting the start time and broadcasting duration. You can
do it with a whole playlist, and with individual units of the content inside it. Quickly
mute any content units in broadcasting. Watch for the overlapping playlists via a
convenient time line.

FORSEEE CONTENT MANAGER
APPS
Use high potential of social media and online news channels. Add to your playlists
along with the standard videos and images eye-catching content from Instagram and
YouTube, as well as news blocks of BBC, CNN, National geografic, etc. Create
effective interactive scenarios using the "Third-party application" feature.

LAYOUTS
Divide your screen into several separate areas using layers. Add different content
items to each of the areas. Combine advertising messages with any other useful
information on one screen at the same time. Use ready-to-go templates or create
your own original broadcasting scenarios.

PLAYER
Choose a player that fits to your project

WHERE TO USE
Our solutions

сan help you conquer the challenges of reducing costs,

improving loyalty and engagement of customers or employees and,
finally, increasing revenue in the different spheres of business.

Indoor & Outdoor advertising
Public transportation

Сorporate networks
Retail
Shopping malls
Healthcare
Hospitality
Restaurants
Sport arenas
Car dealers
Gyms
Events
Banks & Financial institutions

WHY CHOOSE US
High reliability

Easy-to-use

The external factors influence has been excluded to the limits. Your last update will

Most of useful actions occur within 2 or 3 clicks and the navigation is clear without

playback on the screens within an offline mode. Player will re-launch automatically

tutorial. You do not need training, which usually offer other digital signage services

as soon as the screen turns on, even after the power outage.

at an additional cost.

Online support 24/7

Fast-to-deploy

LOOK digital signage customer support team will assist you in most of the

Deploy your screens’ network in a short time using our affordable App or HDMI

issues in a real time 24/7 mode via special online chat inside your personal

Players. You don’t need to think about your own servers or any additional costs.

account.

Just sign up to our web-based Content Manager, choose your plan and enjoy your
experience.

Reasonable price

Simple scalability

Price always matters. That is why we have developed an open and flexible

Feel free to grow your network at any time you want. Simply upgrade your plan from your

pricing system, trying to take into account all the possible needs of our

personal account in the LOOK digital signage service and you’ll be able to add the needed

customers.

number of screens immediately.
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